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But potential small-scale northern enterprisers should not buy seeds or seedlings from anyone until checking
them out carefully with a horticulturist at their county or State Extension office. Even in Florida, which
produces many kinds of exotic fruits, there are a few unscrupulous promoters who try to market unsuitable
tropical fruit tree. Department of Agriculture USDA , may unwittingly buy cultivars of fruits such as rambutan
Nephelium lapaceum , durian Durio zibethinus , and others with no chances of success producing fruit
commercially in that State. The growing demand for specialty fruits in most large cities means skilled
small-scale entrepreneurs may compete with strong competitors from New Zealand and Central and South
America if they select varieties carefully and master their marketing homework. The fruits discussed here may
come from many parts of the world. However, there is a move along a southern belt of South Carolina and on
the west to risk planting some hardier varieties of fruits such as kiwi. But the kiwi situation is "very iffy,
commercially," according to L. D Holmes, whose 16 acres may be the biggest kiwi orchard in the east that is
north of Florida. So far, too many freezes have cost him too many crops to consider his acreage a success. He
markets through Seald Sweet Growers, Inc. Kirk McCreary of Seald Sweet says marketing is not easy because
the firm is not able to get enough volume to supply most chain stores. And the competition from California is
formidable. They also note that prospects for controlled atmosphere storage are in the offing, which could
make California producers even more competitive. Despite the fact that U. Many fruits may be imported from
some countries or the State of Hawaii only if frozen or processed, as in puree. If frozen, they are given an
initial quick-freezing at sub-zero temperatures, with subsequent storage and transport at no higher than 20
degrees F. Market experts emphasize that growers must understand how to harvest, pack, store, and transport
their crop so the consumer will receive a product of high quality 7 to 10 days after harvest. Retailers must not
experience excessive spoilage or moisture loss while displaying new items. All know customer satisfaction is
the key to repeat sales. Talk With Marketers Potential growers of any fruit are advised to talk with retailers
and intermediate marketers before starting to produce. Entrepreneurs actually growing quality fruit can contact
marketers such as the mail-order house known as Bear Creek Operations, Inc. For other marketing ideas,
growers might also check information from Dr. Whatley, or Nancy Lee Bentley. And Bentley authored
"Windows of Opportunity: The Market for Specialties and Organics. Box 62, Cabery, IL A useful book,
possibly found in some libraries, is "Handbook of Tropical and Subtropical Horticulture," published by the
Department of State in In selecting marketable fruits, potential producers should check with their local
Extension agents on what to grow. Floridians, for example, will know that some Asian fruits with "no
possibility of serious cultivation in Florida," as Knight noted, are breadfruit Artocarpus communis ,
mangosteen Garcinia mangostana L. In Puerto Rico, on the other hand, bread fruit may well have great
commercial potential, and mangosteen and rambutan can also thrive, according to Ismael Reyes Soto of the
University of Puerto Rico. Other tropical fruits in order of potential in Puerto Rico, he says, are guanabana or
soursop Annona muricata L. He also has a list of others possible potential importance. To compete with big
Florida and California growers now dominating tropical fruit production, growers elsewhere must study
matters other than market potential. They may also have to form, or at least join, a marketing cooperative for
the advantage of being able to market enough to interest chain stores, which buy in large lots. Tropical
Reference Potentially saleable fruits of the tropics number in the hundreds. An Inventory, by Franklin W.
Campbell, and Ruth M. The handbook, available at some libraries, may be purchased from the Superintendent
of Documents, U. Timely sources of information include the rare fruit councils. It tells how to grow more than
a dozen subtropical fruits, and includes a chapter on container plantings for northern growers. Sweet also is
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building a national computer data base on plants, especially the tropicals. He has considerable data stored, and
hopes to collect marketing data so growers can compare profit and risk potentials of various crops. A
high-value crop, it demands great management skill to produce the uniformly shaped, high quality fruit the
market demands. Grading and packing requires full attention. It must be handled gently and properly stored to
reach the consumer good shape. Production id likely to be confined to California. Annona squamosa x A.
Atemoyais a hybrid cross developed by Floridians as an alternative to the Cherimoya. Just coming into
production in Florida, it may have good potential, according to Dr. Campbell, tropical fruits specialist for the
Florida Extension Service with the University of Florida. It is one of few exotic fruits sold by mail order.
Sugar apple may have only local commercial production potential but may be useful for home gardens in hot
tropical lowlands. It will survive a light frost. A tree will bear fruit two or three times a year. Some see it as
the next kiwi. The Campbell book says this is one of the most notable and talked about fruits, with a rich and
distinctive flavor. Its popularity grows in Florida. While very perishable, the taste and flavor of white sapote
compares well with the cherimoya. It is more adaptable to California that to Florida, tolerates a variety of soil
conditions, seasonal dry periods, and frost. This pineapple guava, Caplan says, has potential "much smaller"
than that of the kiwi. Although this fruit is very perishable, it can command a premium price. Passiflora adulis
Sims or Pasiflora edulis Sims f. The first is "purple passion fruit" and the second is "yellow passion fruit.
Disease-resistant varieties are needed. Guava is highly perishable. Growers need varieties that are tastier and
can be marketed with proper promotion. Grown in a limited way in California, Tamarillo does poorly in
humid, hot areas like Florida. It merits consumer education. Health, Labor Problems All fruits, of course,
require much work to keep vines or trees healthy. Then, there is the problem of harvesting hands. They are not
easily found, but migrant labor can sometimes be available through a larger organization that a grower
cooperative. A Spanish version also is available. Holcomb of the Office of Information, U. Mention of
commercial enterprises or brand names does not constitute endorsement or imply preference by the U.
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Massive ac estate on the market includes a cubicle dairy unit FarmIreland. One of the biggest estates to come
on the market this year is Fortgranite, a ac farm with a period house and a range of other accommodation
along with an current dairy operation, farm buildings and ancillary buildings in Baltinglass, Co Wicklow. It
was also home to Col Meade Dennis, who invented the Dennis Detector, which used radio signals to locate
submarines during the world wars. The land is laid out in 20 divisions, of which two are separated from the
rest by the approach road. According to Paddy Jordan of Jordan auctioneers the land, which is all in permanent
pasture, is of top-class quality and in good heart. Extending to ac, the major part of about ac forms the main
block with the residence along with the yards. About ac is in permanent pasture with 85ac in parkland and
meadows; the 45ac separated from the rest by the road is in grass, with 10ac in tillage. Currently operating as a
dairy farm, there is a good internal roadway giving access to the pasture. The yard infrastructure is modern
and operational. It includes cubicles with slatted units, an unit milking parlour with automatic feeders, a bulk
tank with an 8,ltr capacity, open silage pits, two silos, slurry tanks, haybarns and a range of cattle handling
facilities that includes a cattle crush and a holding yard. Other facilities include a plant room, an office and a
workshop. There is a wide range of traditional stone-cut farm buildings that are dated but useful, with some in
better repair than others. These are laid out in traditional courtyards A total of For the remainder of these will
be retained. Upgraded The main house with the estate is an bedroom Georgian mansion based on a structure
originally built in the s, remodelled in the s and upgraded in The three-storey over-basement house has a
range of elegant reception rooms on the ground floor, including a drawing room, a morning room, a dining
room, library, breakfast room, kitchen, back hall, an inner hall, a pantry and a cloakroom. On the first floor are
10 bedrooms and four bathrooms and on the second floor is another bedroom and a schoolroom. The lower
ground floor or basement holds the former kitchen, former, larder, a boiler room, saddle room china room,
wine cellar, a coal store and old workshop and four store-rooms. Fortgranite is an amazing house and would
make a private residence fit for a king. It could also be transformed into a boutique hotel to rival some of the
more salubrious properties that have emerged on the Irish tourism and leisure scene. However, it needs work
and investment before any such development comes to pass. The house and yards are surrounded by beautiful
gardens with an array of plants and shrubs and parkland that includes an arboretum.
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January 17, The Arava area is sparsely populated. There are only about families in eight settlements
consisting of about 3, people. Yet, they are able to produce about , tons of vegetables a year in greenhouses.
Most of the vegetables are exported to Europe and elsewhere, accounting for about 60 percent of the total
vegetable export of Israel. Each family usually cultivates five hectares for growing vegetables and other crops
like melons, flowers and ornamental plants. One of the first settlers in is year-old Amnon Navon of the Ein
Yahav settlement. He was not even 18 when he arrived in Arava with practically no facilities for farming in
the desert. Yet he and other settlers persisted, eventually helped by the government through the initiative of no
less than the then Prime Minister Ben Gurion. Amnon loves desert farming. He has greenhouses on five
hectares where he produces mostly peppers and tomatoes. He has three tractors to cultivate the soil. There are
only eight workers taking care of the five-hectare farm. These include Amnon himself, his wife Ora and a
daughter, and five Thai workers. The Thai workers, he said, are hardworking and uncomplaining. But of
course, they are adequately compensated with 22 Shekels per hour. Amnon simply concentrates in producing
his vegetables. His harvests are marketed by a cooperative. He considers his operation very simple. All he
does is produce a good crop which he delivers to the cooperative that markets the vegetables locally and
abroad. Right in Ein Yahav, there is a big packing house that takes care of processing the harvest in the
settlement. This facility processes anywhere between 60 and 70 tons each day. The packing house has at least
25 Thai workers. Fertigation is the key to bumper harvests with very little water in the desert area. This is the
use of drippers where water is delivered drop by drop including the appropriate fertilizer in the root zone.
Israel is considered the pioneer in drip irrigation. The biggest drip irrigation company in the world is the
Netafim, followed by Jain Irrigation Systems in India, which incidentally has recently acquired another
company in Israel, now known as NaandanJain. In fertigation, the exact amount of water and fertilizer is
supplied to the plants. This has several advantages. One is that there is economy in the use of water and
fertilizer. Fertigated crops are earlier-maturing. The har-vest is higher, and is of better quality. Fruits are
usually sweeter. Genetics is also very important. Plant breeders in Israel are continually developing new
varieties that suit the growing conditions in Israel. These include crops that are not only high-yielding but are
also resistant to pests and diseases, tolerant to drought conditions and the like. Crops are not the only products
grown in the Arava area. Fish culture is also flourishing. One example is the Ginat Fish Company that
specializes in producing aquarium fish for export. The company produces some 2 million guppies a year
which are exported mostly to Europe. Guppy is a cheap species that comes in many variations. One guppy
usually sells for one Euro in Europe. The Ginat family has chosen this cheap fish for their own good reasons.
Being cheap, it is one of the favorites of parents who want to give their children something to get busy with. If
the fish dies, the parent can readily buy a replacement. Aquarium fish breeding does not require as much water
as the vegetable crops because it is just confined in a small area. The extension service of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development, from the early days, has been responsible in training inexperienced
farmers, most of them new immigrants, so that they could produce crops with their limited resources. The
extension service has formed work teams around the country that conduct training, resulting in the
pro-fessional advancement of agriculture in very competitive market conditions. The extension service serves
public and private interests. There are 14 professional departments, specializing in the various branches of
agricultural production. These are complemented by departments which provide professional support such as
crop protection, field service for irrigation and fertilization, farm management and production economics, and
mechanization and technology. Production and extension are not the only major players in the agricultural
industry in Israel. The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute is also doing a big contribution to
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the progress of Israeli agriculture. This is a non-profit organization founded in as the Israeli Export Institute by
the government and the private sector. Foreign visitors will witness many of the new developments in
agriculture in Israel if they will visit Agritech , the international agricultural exhibition that will be held on
May in Tel Aviv.
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Adam Martin and his screener Why do we need compost farms? On October 1, the Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Protection made a requirement that all businesses or institutions that created more than one
ton of organic waste a week find a source to accept and recycle that waste. This rule affected schools, colleges,
hospitals, prisons, restaurants and more. Although compost farms already existed the rule created a need for
even more places that would accept and use these organics. Massachusetts has been at the forefront of this
environmental policy for years. Robert Martin was ahead of the curve. In he bought 90 acres of farmland from
the Meyer family and raised beef, pigs and vegetables. He sold his products locally and in Boston. Like all
such farms he generated wastes, and green debris. He was aware of the stresses and needs of the environment,
and he thought his waste could be turned into a benefit; he began making compost. In the Mass DEP permitted
him as an on-farm composting operation. It was the first one in the state. Adam Martin I met with Adam
Martin who bought the farm from his father, who retired with his mother to Kentucky, in He wanted his son
to have an easier life and a more dependable job. The plan was for Adam to attend a diesel school in Wyoming
for a year, which he did, but he continued working on the farm after finishing the program. He looked at the
world differently and he looked at the farm differently. In he led another church group to India and his
determination to do something meaningful increased. Upon his return Adam told his father he had no desire to
leave the farm. He loved the farm and he saw how the farm could provide benefits to the community and the
environment while it gave him and a staff a reasonable livelihood. In the United States food waste is the
second highest component of landfills which are the largest source of methane emissions. Locally our garbage
is taken and burned emitting carbon dioxide, an important greenhouse gas that is causing climate disruption.
Martin hauls much of this himself, collecting dumpsters from various sites. Bridge staff and volunteers throw
weeds and spent plants into a dumpster that also holds waste from the different town restaurants. The
dumpster is emptied every week or two depending on the season. Customers use it to amend their soil and
their success is my success. The compost is certified organic which makes his compost acceptable by organic
farms. The process on the farm begins with hand sorting, pulling out large pieces of trash. Then large
machinery is called into action. First, there is the machine that turns the windrows of waste. There are usually
12 or 13 windrows in various states of decomposition at any one time. The windrows are carefully monitored
for temperatures, oxygen and moisture, maintaining a temperature no higher than degrees, just hot enough to
kill weeds and pathogens. When the compost is ready it goes into the enormous screener with a fine mesh that
screens out wood chips and other non-compostable materials. The wood ultimately makes its way into wood
chip mulch pile. Finally, there is a super vacuum that removes any further non-compostables. The finished
compost is tested by the University of Massachusetts three times a year so Martin can be certain that he is
maintaining his own standards of quality. I will always use compost to enrich my soil and improve it structure.
I will always make my own compost because it is the small way I can keep organic waste out of the waste
stream. However there are times when a garden needs more than what my little compost bin can supply.
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The price of milk, meat and veg, is likely to increase in the next few months or year and extreme weather
patterns are to blame, farmers in a Cornwall have warned. Crop and animal yields have been hit hard as farms
up and down the county have had to struggle not only with months and months of rain in the winter, but snow
and frost in early spring and now weeks of a heatwave that has just picked up again after a weekend of
torrential downpour. One could think that heat is good to help ripen fruits and cereals but too much and at the
wrong time has baked the fields dry. Jersey cows graze in a field of sun bleached grass in Probus near Truro
Image: Sally Adams Dry soil means dry brown grass that is not as nourishing as lush green grass which should
now be a foot tall. In turn this means dairy and meat farmers have been unable to cut grass for silage and
winter stock, while straw used for winter bedding has had to be imported from up country at a higher cost.
Worse still, farmers have already had to tap into their winter stores to complement the poor quality grass from
their fields. Cash flow is a problem. If the coming winter is again a tough, prolonged one, it is predicted next
year will see many farmers struggle or go out of business by the farmers themselves. Dairy farmer Chris
Cardell of Trevorva Cottage Farm in Probus talks about the issues farmers are having due to the current
heatwave that is sweeping the country. Pictured are some of his young Jersey calves. Pictured here with wife
Dawn and dogs Rufus and Penny, at the Roseland Kennels and Cattery which is their second business to
supplement the farm. But this year we have had three lots of extreme weather back to back. In turn it has an
impact on both milk quality and quantity. Lower milk yields for a dairy farmer also mean less cash in the
bank. If the next 12 months are tough because farms have to buy food supplements, fodder or bedding straw
from out of the county, that will lead to even greater financial strains. Pictured is Chris feeding some of his
young Jersey calves with supplementary food. The dairy farmer, who has been farming on the Cornwall
Council- owned Probus farm for 13 years but whose family has been farming in Cornwall since the early s,
has pedigree Jersey cows on about acres of grassland. He said it is not just cattle farmers who have suffered
but cereal and vegetable growers too. Some producers have had a spurt of growth in the spring which was then
halted suddenly and led to smaller size cauliflowers, wheat or corn. There have been incidents of panic-buying
for animal feed up country. Feed has been selling at three times the price. That will have an impact on us right
through to next spring. The Royal Agricultural benevolent Institution RABI is already anticipating an increase
in the number of calls for help from dairy and meat farmers in the autumn. Having to buy more food in will
quickly drive overheads. A lot of farmers will be playing catch-up through the autumn and beyond. Read More
Cauliflower-picking robots funded by the EU could replace migrant workers for farmers in Cornwall left short
of staff by Brexit He added: In high risk TB areas like the South West we could not just sell our milk to local
people. It was upsetting but we had to throw it away. Leader of the pack, a Jersey bull along with some of his
pedigree Jersey cows. The dairy farmer, who sells his milk to Arla, the Europe -wide co-operative, said he has
heard of colleagues in Sweden who have been put out of business by the heatwave. Sally Adams Mr Cardell
believes there might be a small chink of positive news that comes out of what has been a terrible year for the
farming sector. Hopefully it will form part of the Brexit talks. Everyone needs to wake up to this reality. Food
security is not garanteed. The idea is to make government officials aware of the situation and that a shortage of
food is a real possibility. Farmers believe improving the supply line around the country can help alleviate
problems in various parts of the country for the benefit of all. But city MPs have different priorities.
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Location[ edit ] Situated immediately southeast of the Sydney Opera House and curved around Farm Cove ,
the gardens occupy 30 hectares 74 acres and are bordered by the Cahill Expressway to the south and west, Art
Gallery Road to the east, and Sydney Harbour to the north. Although that farm failed, the land has been in
constant cultivation since that time, as ways were found to make the relatively infertile soils more productive.
The Botanic Gardens is the oldest scientific institution in Australia and, from the earliest days, has played a
major role in the acclimatisation of plants from other regions. After a succession of colonial botanists and
superintendents, including the brothers Richard and Allan Cunningham , both also early explorers, John Carne
Bidwill was appointed as the first Director in Moore remained Director for 48 years â€”96 and did much to
develop the Botanic Gardens in their modern form. He boldly tackled the problems of poor soil, inadequate
water and shortage of funds to develop much of the Gardens as we see them today. The Palm Grove at the
heart of the Garden is a reminder of his skill and foresight, as is the reclaimed land behind the Farm Cove
seawall which significantly expanded the area of the Garden. Towards the end of his time as Director, Moore,
together with Ernst Betche, published the Handbook of the Flora of New South Wales, further establishing the
Botanic Gardens as a centre for the science of botany. Government Domain, , lithograph, J. It was located
close to the statue of a huntsman with dogs by Henri Henri Alfred Jacquemart , which is still in the grounds of
the Royal Botanical Gardens. Built of stone, it was owned by the Government and was used for grinding the
grain of the settlers. The Governor of New South Wales later took forcible possession of the mill which
resulted in a drawn-out lawsuit between the company and the government. McPherson hired a manager to live
in the cottages next to the mill. At this time, where the Bent-street entrance is was occupied as a large dairy,
kept by Mr W. There was a large gate near the dairy; it stood a bit in from Bent-street, and faced
Macquarie-street, with two large Norfolk Island pines on either side. Finally, in Sir Richard Bourke had the
mill taken down and removed. The Moreton Bay Figs , one of the major elements of this planting, continue to
dominate the landscape. The International Exhibition held in the Palace attracted over one million visitors.
However, the building was destroyed by fire in and the land, now known as the Palace Garden, was added to
the Botanic Gardens. He organised the construction of a new herbarium building, opened in today part of the
Anderson Building , and made major improvements to the Domain. However, the Botanic Gardens suffered
from loss of staff positions during the World War I, and in the Great Depression of the s, the position of
Director was lost. Both the Herbarium and the living collections languished. Post [ edit ] From Robert
Anderson worked to reunify the two. Knowles Mair â€”70 achieved reunification and the Royal Botanic
Garden began its return to eminence. The breadth of activities increased over these decades with the formation
of the Friends of the Royal Botanic Garden; educational and ecological programs; the Flora of New South
Wales; the scientific journals Telopea and Cunninghamia and programs of computerised documentation of
both the living and herbarium collections. The Royal Botanic Gardens celebrated its th anniversary in The
Royal Botanic Garden Foundation was established to seek a wider range of support for future needs. Within
the four major precincts are many smaller gardens and features as well as large amounts of lightly wooded
lawn areas. Located approximately in the middle of the four precincts is the Palm Grove Centre which offers a
restaurant, cafe, visitors centre and bookshop.
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I am Franciuos, from Uganda and preparing to try commercial farming starting with 10 acres of maize but with more land
about 40acres. I need help in all ways in terms of seeds, understanding seasons, how much i can expect in terms of
harvest, and all you can say to a farmer like me. +, + with hope to hear from you.

In this excerpt, discover the pros and cons of garden tractors, tillers and horse-drawn plows. All content here
excerpted with permission from Farming for Self-Sufficiency: For there is really no other way of effectively
growing arable crops - at least, without the impracticable use of enormous quantities of compost. Cobbett
says, in Cottage Economy: The only thing I will say about it, realizing that the flight from the cities is likely to
include people who have practically never seen a spade, is that you should nearly always dig a trench when
you begin preparing soil for planting: Thus you always have an open furrow in front of you to invert your spits
into. When you come to the end of your piece you should, in theory at least, load the first lot of spits you dug
out and dumped into a wheelbarrow and cart them back to fill up the empty furrow that has been left at the
end. You can then throw the first spit of each long narrow strip into the last furrow of the other. But the
serious self-supporter is likely to be more interested in growing food than in such counsels of perfection. But,
in my experience at any rate, the more you dig the better, and it is better to dig badly than not dig at all. If we
wish to grow food on a larger scale, then there are three things we can do effectively. One is to buy an
agricultural tractor for plowing fields. The other is go in for one of those little garden cultivators: The third is
to plow by horse. Continue Reading Tractor Plows In comparing these different methods of cultivating and
preparing soil for planting I will merely draw on my own experience. We can always borrow from a neighbor
a two-furrow plow to fit on the tractor a good secondhand one from a farm sale would cost us about 25 dollars
, and we could certainly plow very deeply and well five acres in a day if we were willing to spend a whole day
doing one job, which we are not. This tractor will break up rough ground and bury any amount of rubbish as it
plows; if it hits a boulder in our boulder-strewn glacial deposit of a farm, it just stops the tractor, and if the
boulder is no bigger than I am it will lift it right out of the ground with its hydraulics. The spring-tine
cultivator covers a lot of ground, therefore it is easy to make many passes with it, and it will pulverize the
roughest soil and make a seed-bed. Or almost make a seed-bed - it is generally desirable to haul a set of light
harrows, or a ring-roll, over the land after it, to make the tilt fine enough for small seeds. The tractor will work
in a small garden both with the plow and the spring-tine cultivator - so long as the garden is quite empty of
crops and unencumbered. It becomes difficult when there are patches of crop left which must be undisturbed,
for the tractor takes room to maneuver. I must explain here that Harry Ferguson revolutionized tractor work
when he invented the three-point linkage which has now been adopted on most tractors , and for the first time
made it possible to use tractors in confined areas of ground. Hitherto a tractor hauled a set of plow shares
mounted on wheels - like a kind of cumbersome gun-carriage being dragged along behind the tractor. The
plows could in some cases be lifted out of the ground by locking the carrying bar to the wheels so that the
turning of the wheels lifted the plows up into the air, and then the tractor could be turned fairly easily. But
even so it was difficult to plow the headlands, impossible to plow into the corners, and impossible to plow
right up against the hedge. The three-point linkage changed all this, and made the big tractor a possible
implement for using in small gardens. The plow was now mounted on three arms which stuck out of the back
of the tractor, two of them activated by the hydraulics. Wheels are dispensed with, and the equipment is
compact in the extreme. By pulling a lever the driver can whip the plows right out of the ground when it is
easy to back the tractor into any odd corner and plow right up into the hedge. Most other implements can be
three point mounted too, and thus used with the same ease and maneuverability. The three-point linkage
undoubtedly saved what was left of the hedges of England, for it made it easy to plow right up to a hedge. In
the old dragged-plow days plowing small fields was intolerable, and farmers were bulldozing out their hedges
to knock small fields into bigger ones as fast as they could. Now this process has been slowed down at any
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rate, if not stayed. As to the costs, and general bother, of the big tractor, I have sorrowfully to report that my
machine has cost me over its purchase price already in repairs. Being a diesel it is hard to start: I either have to
leave it on top of a hill and run it down to start it, or else use a jump-lead from my car battery, and it canes
that. Alternatively I take the tractor batteries out and they are very heavy! As for fuel oil for the diesel, to run
it economically, in Britain at least, you will have to use duty-free oil. To obtain this you will either have to
have your own large storage tank, or else buy at cost price from neighboring farmers. Diesel fuel you buy in
garages is taxed, and nearly twice the money. But our tractor has many uses. It plows both field and large
garden, it harrows the pastures, it hauls firewood from the forest, it cuts grass for hay, it turns and tedders the
hay, it carries the bales, it pulls a muck-spreader that we borrow from a neighbor when we have a lot of muck
to spread, or when we have a little it carries that little in its link-box - a kind of scoop that fits on to the
three-point linkage. The fore-end loader has a fork attachment which will load muck into a muck-spreader
very quickly indeed, or a dozer attachment which can be used for leveling land. If you have anything over an
acre of arable land it might well pay to get a big tractor, if you can buy one cheap. In using a farm tractor on a
smallholding you are using a sledgehammer to crack a nut, but if you can get a sledgehammer for the price of
a nut-cracker - and it does the job equally well or better - then maybe it is worth it. Our present holding is
seventy acres, so, in the absence of time to do our work with horses, we need a large tractor to plow the fields.
Garden Cultivators and Tillers Garden cultivators are a different thing altogether. The kind that pull
plowshares-unless they are very heavy ones-I would discount. The rotovator kind are of two types. One, like
the Howard, pulls itself along by its wheels and stirs the soil by means of the rotovator. Others, like the
Merrytiller, have no power-driven wheels while they are rotovating, but shove themselves along with the
rotovator itself. The latter are harder work to handle but I believe they do a better job if you are comparing
machines of the same size. The Merrytiller type of machine is excellent for inter-row cultivation, for keeping
land clean between soft fruit trees, and for the initial clearing of small areas of ground. It is nimble, handy and
cheap. The bigger wheel-propelled machines like the Howard are better for working large areas of land. The
consumption of fuel for all these machines is almost negligible, but the amount of ground they can get over in
a day is comparatively small. If you like to hear the birds sing while you work and for me that is very
important they are not for you. You might as well go back to plowing with oxen! There is nothing wrong with
plowing with oxen at all. And as for horses-they have a great deal to be said for them. With two good horses it
is possible to plow an acre of moderate land in a day. A mare can work in chains although not in shafts to
within a few hours of foaling. She foals in the spring, so can work the winter through, which is when you want
to do your plowing. After she has had her foal she must rest for six weeks at least, and then only come into her
work gradually. Now one horse will not plow an acre a day, nor will he plow very deep, or plow very rough
ground. Nevertheless, one horse can very well do the cultivations of a smallholding. If the ground is too rough
to put the plow into it, put pigs on it. They will pioneer the way for your one-horse plow for you. And then,
when your land has been initially bust-up, keep it bust-up - by plowing and plowing with your one horse, or
dragging through it such harrows and cultivators as you can lay your hands on. The kind of horse plow that we
use nowadays, when we do use a horse plow and one is very useful for row-crop work even if you have got a
tractor , is the Brabant. We bought ours in Spain. This is a wheeled turning plow, or one-way plow, with no
handles. All you have to do is turn it round at the headland and swing the shares over, so as to turn the furrow
the other way. As the plow is also turned the other way that means that you go back plowing the same way.
Plowing with a one way plow, whether by horse or by tractor, is much easier and demands less skill than
plowing with a fixed-furrow plow. But if you try plowing with a fixed-furrow plow you will see the difficulty
immediately, and have to set about finding a way round it. You must plow a furrow, then turn round and plow
another furrow against the first. You then go round and round this, each time plowing another furrow towards
your first two furrows: Good plowing with horses is a highly skilled and technical job, and it takes years to
learn to do it properly, but anybody can scratch away with a plow well enough to turn his land over somehow
or other. Perfection will come with time. Other implements you can pull with a horse are many and various. A
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ring-roll or Cambridge roll is a very good thing to have; the rings can be bought separately and made up to any
width required. Cultivators, scufflers, expanding horseshoes and steerage hoes come in great variety. An
implement I like is the old-fashioned hoop-hoe, which any blacksmith can make. The spring-toothed harrow is
a marvelous implement. A tractor normally tows a gang of these: These spring-toothed harrows are easy of
draught and marvelous at pulling down clods and getting a seed bed, and you can often get them at farm sales.
Digging by hand, or hoeing by hand, are immensely slow and laborious jobs. Cobbett, writing in , claimed that
a man could dig with the spade twelve rods a day. A one-horse plow might very well do half an acre in a day,
or eighty rods. That is the difference. As for hoeing, the difference is far greater: But mark, you will also have
to hand-hoe your row crops in the end no matter how many times you horse or tractor hoe them. This is
because no mechanical device can get in between the plants in the rows, nor tell the difference between a weed
and a plant. But a working horse lightens the job of husbandry enormously; he really enables you to get on top
of your holding. As to where you can get all these horse implements: Up until anyway you could get
practically any horse implement you wanted, in Britain at least, for a few shillings. Now people are beginning
to buy up horse plows to stick up outside pubs and the market is wearing thin. Ireland, incidentally, is a richer
source of old horse tools than is England, and in France or Belgium you can still get anything you want in this
line new:
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Chapter 8 : Exotic Fruits: A Small-Scale Agriculture Alternative - UC Small Farm Program
2 It is natural to imagine that after so many disasters Candide married, and living with the philosopher Pangloss, the
philosopher Martin, the prudent Cacambo, and the old woman, having besides brought so many diamonds from the
country of the ancient Incas, must have led a very happy life.

Pinterest Email These are the particular reasons why homeowners loved growing them. You should start
growing some too. The following are the tips on growing it. Light and Temperature Pomegranate trees usually
grow in tropical areas. As a matter of fact, they particularly favor being under the full blast of the sun. The
warm sunlight is one of the big factors of the production of its fruits and flowers. However, if they are planted
in areas where sunlight is not that abundant or with only partial sunlight, the production of their fruits and
flowers will be affected. The fruits and flowers will likely be scarce and small. This is the very explanation
why pomegranate trees are mostly appropriate in places with hot summers. On the other hand, being cooled
once in while is also what these trees desire. These two particular seasons which are needed by the
pomegranate trees are essential for them to enter natural growth and dormancy periods. There are also some
species of these trees that can stand a temperature as low as ten 10 degrees. Their barks are also sensitive to
frost damage. So you must keep it in your mind that they should be protected during extreme freezing
temperatures. Rich Soil with Fertilizer Pomegranate trees tend to be more apt on the types of soil that are a
mixture of clay, sand, gravel, silt, and organic matter. The best example for this is the deep loam soil.
However, they can also bear with the types of soil that can drain water more easily such as rocky and sandy
soil. Fertilizers can also make your pomegranate trees healthier although they can still live without having one.
Putting fertilizers is more like pampering your tree. And they will definitely be grateful for a layer of compost
or mulch. If you plan on putting fertilizers on your tree, make sure to spread them around the base of the latter.
You should also put it before spring comes. During this period, your tree is near to its full bloom.
Additionally, if you have just started planting, more probably your trees are still new like babies. In this case,
they only need two 2 to four 4 ounces of ammonium sulfate. It is also highly advisable for you to remove any
nearby plants that might compete with it. Other Minor Elements Water is basically needed by every plant. In
the case of pomegranate trees, they are more inclined to semi- dry environment. During dry season, you can
immerse them with water every two to four weeks. Pruning is also needed by these trees. To train the tree to
grow into a single trunk, whenever it produces sprouts and sucker, you must remove them immediately. Dead
and damage branches should be eliminated during its dormant period which is in the late winter. And lastly,
put on a copper fungicide on your trees from late spring until summer. This is to prevent it from fungus
infection. How many pomegranate plants needed per acre? You need around trees per acre. What are the soil
requirements? Sandy loam to deep loamy soil is best for pomegranate farm. Plant can grow on light soil as
well. What weather is best for pomegranate farming? Warm weather is best for this farming. As pomegranate
tree do not need much water to grow so it can survive on low water condition. When to harvest pomegranate?
Late summer or early fall is the best time for harvesting pomegranate depends on climate.
Chapter 9 : Martin's Compost Farm
One other way to till the soil is to split your work down the middle and dig from alternate ends. You can then throw the
first spit of each long narrow strip into the last furrow of the other.
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